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Section 1. Estimation of the genome size and heterozygosity. 
Sequencing depth is related with genome size and the amount of sequencing. 
With higher total sequencing amount, and smaller genome size, the sequencing 
depth is higher. Thus, the genome size can be derived from the k-mer distribution, in 
which the sequencing depth and the total amount of sequencing can be estimated
1,2
. 
k-mer refers to a sequence with length of k bp, and unique k-mers within a genome 
can be used to determine the discrete probability distributions of all possible k-mers 
and their frequency of occurrence as in previous studies
1,2
. 
To estimate the genome size more accurately, we just used the filtered reads 
from the short insert size libraries (160 bp and 350-800 bp). The estimation process 
was similar to those of previous studies
1,2
. The sequencing depth was estimated by 
determining the peak value of the k-mer occurrence distribution. Genome size was 
then estimated by modified Lander-Waterman algorithm
3
, G= (N×(L-K+1)-B)/D. In 
this formula, ‘N’ refers to the total read number, L is the average length of the reads, 
and K is the k-mer length (set to 17 in our analysis). To minimize the influence of 
sequencing errors, during calculation, k-mers with low frequency (B), occurring less 
than 4 times, were neglected. G stands for the genome size, and D is the overall 
depth estimated from the k-mer distribution (pkdepth). In this k-mer analysis, the k-
mer number we used was 23,260,395,875, and k-mer size was 17. By plotting the 
occurrence of k-mers against the percentage of corresponding k-mers 
(Supplementary Figure 1), we found that the peak depth was 20. Thus the genome
size was estimated to be 1.16 Gb by the k-mer analysis. After the genome assembly, 
we mapped the short insert library data (~60 Gb) to the genome assembly to find a 
mapping rate of ~86%. As we assembled ~1.0 Gb sequence, we can estimate the 
genome size to be 1.16 Gb considering a mapping rate of 86%. 
From the k-mer occurrence distribution (Supplementary Figure 1), a
secondary peak at about half of the major depth can be found, which reflects the 
heterozygous regions of the genome, because for heterozygous regions, the k-mers 
are different in the two alleles.  As a consequence, the k-mers mapping to these 
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heterozygous regions are expected to have just half of the average sequencing depth 
of the whole genome. From the k-mer distribution, the secondary peak is obvious 
thus the heterozygous rate of this genome should be relatively high. So we estimated 
the heterozygosity of this genome using two different strategies. First of all, we used 
the k-mer analysis to estimate the heterozygosity. 1 Mb of the assembled genome 
was extracted and a certain number of single nucleotide variations were introduced 
to this sequence randomly. Both the original sequence and the modified sequence 
were subjected to simulation of sequencing. The simulated reads were then used in 
the k-mer analysis, and the k-mer occurrence distribution was plotted and compared 
with the real k-mer occurrence distribution of this genome. Finally, when 
introducing 1.2% variations, the simulated k-mer distribution fitted the real 
distribution (Supplementary Figure 1), thus the heterozygous rate was estimated as 
1.2%.  
Section 2. Assessment of the genome assembly using BACs. 
We assessed the genome assembly using BAC sequencing. First of all, using 
previous BAC ends sequencing (BES) data
4
 and unpublished BES data (Tsai et al.), 
a total of 18,486 BAC end sequences were mapped back to the assembled reference 
genome using BLAT. Setting the mapping parameters as E-value <= 1e-10, Hit 
length >= 100, Identity >= 0.9, 17,174 (92.9%) and 18,135 (98.1%) can be mapped 
back to the reference genome (without considering the pair information) with 90% 
and 50% of each query sequence mapped within one scaffold, respectively 
(Supplementary Table 3).  Of all the 18,486 BAC end sequences, there were 8,007 
paired BES (16,014 sequences, the rest of them were single end BES). Among 
17,174 mapped BES, 3,034 pairs of BES (37.9% of total paired BES) can be 
mapped with both ends within a single scaffold, and 3,909 pairs (48.8% of total 
paired BES) can be mapped with one end in one scaffold and the other end in 
another scaffold. Although BES with ends mapping to different scaffolds provide 
information for further linking of scaffolds, we did not further link those scaffolds 
with BES pairs because there were not enough paired BES supporting each of these 
possible linking. Thus in total, 6,943 pairs BES (86.7% of total paired BES) were 
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found to have both ends mapped simultaneously to the genome. The rest BES 
included single end BES and also paired BES with just one or no end mapped. 
We then used BAC pooling sequencing strategy to assemble some BAC pools. 
We made two BAC pools for 10, 20 and 30 BACs, thus in total we got six BAC 
pools. For the six BAC pools, we sequenced 5 Gb data of each BAC pool using 
Illumina sequencer and assembled them using SOAPdenovo
5
 (see Supplementary 
Table 4 for sequencing and assembly summary). Using the assembled BAC 
sequences, especially the long fragments (>1kb), we estimated the accuracy of the 
genome assembly. Mapping those assembled long fragments (>1kb) to the 
assembled genome using BLAT (the examples were shown in Supplementary 
Figure 2), we found that more than 97% of these fragments can be mapped to the 
genome assembly (setting E-value to 10e-10 and identity to 90%). In the meantime, 
we found that for BAC pools with 10, 20 and 30 BACs, with fewer BACs the 
assembly might not be better. The assembly results were more related with the 
sequence features of the BAC (e.g. repeat content). 
The assembly result of BAC pools might affect the assessment of the genome 
assembly. In order to further assess the genome assembly using BACs, we randomly 
selected 10 BACs to be sequenced by 454 Junior. These ten BACs were assembled 
using Newbler v2.7 with default setting and the assembled BACs were compared to 
the assembled genome. We used nucmer in MUMmer
6
 first to map the BACs to the 
genome. Scaffolds with BAC sequences mapped were extracted as candidate regions 
and BLAST (e value 10e-6, identity 90%) was used to further map the BACs and 
those candidate regions. Considering the sequencing quality, we further removed the 
regions which might be prone to errors. The regions which are prone to sequencing 
errors were defined as 1) repetitive regions, which were regions with more than 
100× depth in the condition of 20× average depth (we randomly mapped ~20Gb 
short insert size data to these BACs), 2) regions with low sequencing quality (quality 
score <20 of the 454 sequences), 3) regions with bias GC content (lower than 31% 
or higher than 39%). After removing these regions of the BACs, most of the 
assembled BAC sequences have over 95% coverage (Supplementary Table 4).
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Based on the mapping result, we detected variations including single nucleotide 
variations (SNVs) and small insert and deletions (indels). In total, we identified 
27,598 SNVs (0.45%) and 7,445 indels (0.12%). For many of the variations, the 
sequencing quality of the BAC assembly and the sequencing quality of the genome 
assembly were both high (data not shown). For real errors in the genome assembly, 
the base qualities should be relatively low. Thus the SNVs and indels we identified 
should also contain the real variations, either the heterozygous variations in 
individuals, or the variations between different individuals (the genomic DNA used 
for BAC construction and Solexa genome libraries are from different individuals). If 
we estimate the amount of SNPs from real polymorphism based on the hetrozygosity 
in the assembled region which is 0.40%, then the real SNP error rate should be 
around 0.05%. 
Section 3. Assessing the assembly of the gene regions. 
We assessed the assembly of the gene regions using both RNA-seq data 
generated here and the transcripts included in OrchidBase
7
 
(http://orchidbase.abrc.sinica.edu.tw). By assembling RNA-seq data generated in 
this study and mapping the assembled transcription fragments to the assembly using 
BLAT (E-value 10e-6, identity 90%, coverage over 90%), we estimated that 
93%~97% transcription region were covered in the genome assembly 
(Supplementary Table 8). Furthermore, for 84,617 transcripts in the OrchidBase, 
we also mapped them back to the genome assembly using BLAT (E-value 10e-6, 
identity 90%, coverage over 90%), the mean coverage of those transcripts in the 
assembly is over 95% (Supplementary Table 6). For transcript longer than 200 bp, 
over 93.4% can be mapped to the gene regions (29,431 predicted  protein coding 
genes and the flanking upstream 2 kb and downstream 2 kb regions) 
(Supplementary Table 7).  
Section 4. Manual check of 500 random selected genes from monocots shared 
gene families 
As rice is considered a plant with high quality gene prediction that is close to 
P.equestris, comparison with rice gene models was applied in our manual check. We 
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randomly selected 500 genes (Supplementary Table 14) from 2,038 of the gene 
families shared  by monocots which have only one copy in both P.equestris and rice. 
Each gene was compared with its homolog in rice to find difference in gene model 
predictions. We aligned the gene models in P.equestris with the gene sequence cut with 
10kb up stream and down stream sequence of its homolog genes in rice using NCBI-
blast tools(tblastn, blastp and tblastx). Gene structure differences was manually checked 
between P.equestris and rice gene models. 316 of the 500 genes have the gene 
structures (exon and intron patterns) perfectly matched with rice homolog genes (see 
Supplementary Table 14 for the list). The rest of genes showed different types of gene 
structure variation compared with rice homolog genes -- namely, 1) fewer exon(s) in the 
5 prime of the orchid gene; 2) fewer exon(s) in the 3 prime of the orchid gene; 3) fewer 
exon(s) in the middle of the orchid gene; 4) exons merged (from two or more exons of 
rice gene) in the orchid gene; 5) exons split (from one exon of rice gene) in the orchid 
gene; 6) more exons in the orchid gene (including more exons in the 5’ or 3’, or from 
regions corresponding to introns of rice, or other complex situations). We further 
categorized each of the six groups into three sub-groups based on available evidence, 
which are gene structures supported by RNA data, gene structures supported by 
homologs other than rice and gene structures only supported by de novo annotation. We 
take the third sub-group as dubious gene prediction errors which is found in totally 20 
of the 500 genes. So we estimate the final gene prediction accuracy to be 96%. 
Section 5. Heterozygosity in the genome 
After the assembly of the genome, we mapped all the sequencing reads back to 
the assembled genome using SOAP2
8
. There were two peaks in the sequencing 
depth distribution (Supplementary Figure 5), of which the major one was at 100× 
depth and the secondary peak was at about half depth (50×) of the first peak. As the 
sequencing depth should be a Poisson distribution with only one peak occurring at 
the average sequencing depth, the half depth peak should be the result from 
assembling only one allele or both alleles separately to the heterozygous regions. 
Thus we then estimated the length of the half depth regions should bring about the 
secondary peak in the sequencing depth distribution. Examining the sequencing 
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distribution, there are three major peaks (Supplementary Figure 6). And the half 
depth regions were thus estimated to be 135 Mb.  
In order to identify regions with half depth part of which were responsible for 
secondary peak at the half depth, we then investigated the ratio of half depth 
positions (sequencing depth at 35~65) within contigs (Supplementary Figure 7), 
and we found that in the distribution of half depth position ratio of contigs, there 
were also two peaks, with the first peak occurred at less than 0.36, which suggested 
that only a small fraction of positions from most contigs were at half of the average 
sequencing depth. But for the secondary peak in the distribution, the ratio of half 
depth positions was more than 0.36, and it was substantially higher than those of the 
first class contigs. For the first peak, there were seldom contigs with a ratio greater 
than 0.36, thus we determined that for contigs with locations of about half of the 
average depth reaching up to 36%, they might be the reason for half depth peak of 
the sequencing distribution. Further sequencing distribution of the two class of 
contigs (Supplementary Figure 5) supported such hypothesis. Thus we identified 
these contigs as with half of the sequencing depth and might be from the 
heterozygous regions.  
More than half of these identified contigs were small scaffolds (independent 
contigs) in the final assembly. We then mapped all these contigs from heterozygous 
regions to themselves by BLAT, in order to identify whether the two alleles of the 
heterozygous regions were both included in the assembly. All BLAT results with 80% 
or higher proportion of either contigs mapped to another contig were retained. 
According to the scenario shown in Supplementary Figure 8, the two alleles might 
be both retained in the genome sequence and each allele was of half average depth; 
or only one of the alleles is retained in the genome sequence but the retained allele 
can only be mapped with half average depth of reads due to high divergence 
between the two alleles. In both cases, this would result in the secondary peak in the 
sequencing depth distribution. For all these contigs with half depth, we determined 
whether both of the alleles are included by mapping them to each other. Of all the 
58,241 contigs (131.2 Mb), 40,299 contigs (27.8 Mb) were independent contigs, 
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each of which constitutes one scaffold by itself, while the rest of the 17,942 contigs 
(103.4 Mb) were integrated contigs linked with other contigs into scaffolds 
according to pair end information (Supplementary Figure 8a). Of these 40,299 
independent contigs, 14,898 (9.2 Mb) can be mapped to 6,085 integrated contigs 
(57.3 Mb). Those independent contigs (14,898) were probably the extra allelic copy 
while their homologous integrated contigs were the other allele which was better 
assembled into longer scaffolds (Supplementary Figure 8b). Thus, we excluded 
those 14,898 (9.2 Mb) independent contigs (small scaffolds) from the final assembly, 
and their homologous contained in 6,085 integrated contigs (57.3 Mb) were chosen 
to be the alleles to be retained. For the other 25,401 independent contigs (18.5 Mb) 
and 11,857 integrated contigs (46.1 Mb), we could not find the other correspondent 
allele in the genome assembly, which might be resulting from the huge difference of 
the two alleles or missing of the other allele. 
We only observed independent contigs mapped to integrated contigs located in 
long scaffolds. We did not observe integrated contigs within scaffolds mapped to 
other integrated contigs within scaffolds, which excluded the errors of assembly in 
such heterozygous regions. Finally, all annotated genes overlapping with those 
contigs were extracted and then subjected to GO enrichment analysis. 
The identified highly heterozygous contigs suggested a block-wise distribution 
of the heterozygosity in the genome, other than randomly distributed heterozygosity. 
To further investigate the distribution of the heterozygosity in the genome, we 
analysed the heterozygous SNPs. First of all, using SOAP2 (version 2.20, using 
parameters: -a fastq1.fq –b fastq2.fq –D reference.fa.index –o output.soap –m 100 –
x 1000), we mapped the reads from the short insert libraries (≤800 bp, 85.2 Gb clean 
data) back to the assembled reference genome. Then using SOAPSNP (version 1.01, 
using parameters: -i merged.sorted.soap –d scaffoldX.fa –L 50 –u –o scaffoldX.cns), 
we identified consensus genotype for all the positions in the genome according to 
the short insert library data. SNPs were then identified at positions with consensus 
genotype different from the reference genotype, and further filtered to obtained high 
quality SNPs (filtering criteria: the quality score given by SOAPSNP should be 
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greater than or equal to 20, the repeat frequency given by SOAPSNP should be 
lower than 2, the sequencing depth should be greater than 15 and less than 240). In 
this way, we identified 1,757,274 heterozygous SNPs (~500 M bases can pass the 
filtering criteria of SNPs but had the same genotype as reference, thus the 
heterozygous rate estimated according to the SNPs was ~0.4%). Sequencing depth 
distribution of these heterozygous SNPs (Supplementary Figure 9) was normal, 
indicating that these heterozygous SNPs should not be caused by missing of the 
repeats in the genome (if there were two similar regions, of which only one was 
assembled in the genome, mapping all the reads to the assembled sequence would 
result in false heterozygous SNPs with depth more than twice of the average 
sequencing depth). If the 1.76 M heterozygous SNPs distributed randomly in the 
genome, the frequency of SNP number in 10 kb windows along the genome would 
be a Poisson distribution as shown in Supplementary Figure 9b (red line). 
However, we found that in the real distribution, there were large amount of windows 
had few heterozygous SNPs and there were also great amount of windows had many 
heterozygous SNPs comparing to the simulated random distribution 
(Supplementary Figure 9b, blue line). The real distribution reflected an uneven 
distribution, with some regions lacking heterozygous SNPs and some regions 
abundant in heterozygous SNPs. To further check the distribution of the 
heterozygous SNPs, we plotted the number of heterozygous SNPs in windows along 
the scaffolds to reveal the distribution of heterozygous SNPs (Supplementary 
Figure 9c). For the four longest scaffolds shown in Supplementary Figure 9c, 
Scaffold000002, Scaffold000094 and Scaffold000036 had similar distribution in 
which some regions harboured great number of heterozygous SNPs. For 
Scaffold000224, the whole scaffold had relatively few heterozygous SNPs. Thus the 
distribution also supported a non-random but clustered distribution of the 
heterozygous SNPs. 
Section 6. Genes with TE insertions in introns 
We identified the TE-affected genes, and compared TE length and intron length 
of those genes with their paralogous genes and homologous genes in other species.  
In total, we identified 4,317 TE-affected genes in orchid, and 1,113, 2,592 and 3,048 
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TE-affected genes in rice, maize and grape, respectively. Of those genes, 499 in 
orchid were probably TE related genes because of high similarity with TE proteins.  
For these three species (P. equestris, A. trichopoda and V. vinifera) with long 
introns, we compared the intron length of the homologos of the long intron orchid 
genes in these species with that of the homologs of all orchid genes 
(Supplementary Figure 11).  
Section 7. Absolute dating of the orchid-specific WGD in P. equestris 
The KS-based relative age distribution of the P. equestris paranome was 
constructed as described previously
9
 (see Supplementary Figure 13). Briefly 
summarized, the paranome was constructed by performing an all-against-all protein 
sequence similarity search using BLASTP with an E-value cutoff of e
-10
, after which 
gene families were built with the mclblastline pipeline (v10-201) (micans.org/mcl)
10
. 
Each gene family was aligned using MUSCLE (v3.8.31)
11
, and KS estimates for all 
pairwise comparisons within a gene family were obtained through maximum 
likelihood estimation using the CODEML program
12
 of the PAML package 
(v4.4c)
13
. Gene families were then subdivided into subfamilies for which KS 
estimates between members did not exceed a value of 5. To correct for the 
redundancy of KS values (a gene family of n members produces n(n–1)/2 pairwise 
KS estimates for n-1 retained duplication events), for each subfamily a phylogenetic 
tree was constructed using PhyML
14
 under default settings. For each duplication 
node in the resulting phylogenetic tree, all m KS estimates between the two child 
clades were added to the KS distribution with a weight 1/m, so that the weights of all 
KS estimates for a single duplication event sum up to one. The KS-based relative age 
distribution was constructed for both the genome and transcriptome, as the latter can 
also provide relevant information on WGD identification
15
, and is depicted in 
Supplementary Figure 13. Both the genome and transcriptome agree on a clear peak 
in the age distribution between a KS of 0.6 and 1.1, which is indicative for a 
paleopolyploidy event in the evolutionary history of this lineage
16
.  
Phylogenetic dating of this WGD event was performed as described previously
17
. 
Briefly summarized, paralogous gene pairs located in duplicated segments (anchors) 
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and duplicated pairs lying under the WGD peak (peak-based duplicates) were 
collected for phylogenetic dating. Anchors, assumed to be corresponding to the most 
recent WGD, were detected using i-ADHoRe 3.0
18,19
 and are also illustrated in 
Supplementary Figure 13. Despite a high-quality assembled genome, only few 
anchors on duplicated segments could be identified, most likely because of high 
fractionation and the low gene density of the P. equestris genome, although 
identified anchors did confirm the presence of the WGD peak between a KS of 0.6 
and 1.1 (the long tail in the anchor pairs distribution is most likely due to small 
saturation effects
16
 and the remnants of older WGDs in the monocots
20
. For each 
WGD paralogous pair,  an orthogroup was created that included the two paralogs 
plus several orthologs from other plant species as identified by Inparanoid
21
 using a 
broad taxonomic sampling: one representative ortholog from the order Cucurbitales, 
two from the Rosales, two from the Fabales, two from the Malpighiales, two from 
the Brassicales, one from the Malvales, one from the Solanales, and two from the 
Poales. To increase taxon sampling in the monocots and break up the long branch 
between the P. equestris WGD paralogs and other monocot species, an extra 
ortholog from either Musa acuminata
22
(Zingiberales) or Phoenix dactylifera
23
 
(Arecales) was added as well. In total, 10 orthogroups based on anchors and 166 
orthogroups based on peak-based duplicates could be collected. The node joining the 
two P. equestris WGD paralogs was then dated using the BEAST v1.7 package
24
 
under an uncorrelated relaxed clock model and a LG+G (4 rate categories) 
evolutionary model. A starting tree with branch lengths satisfying all fossil prior 
constraints was created according to the consensus APGIII phylogeny
25
. The 
following fossil calibrations were implemented: a lognormal calibration prior on the 
node uniting the Malvidae based on the fossil Dressiantha bicarpellata
26
 with 
offset=82.8, mean=3.8528, and SD=0.5
27
; a lognormal calibration prior on the node 
uniting the Fabidae based on the fossil Paleoclusia chevalieri
28
 with offset=82.8, 
mean=3.9314, and SD=0.5
29
; a lognormal calibration prior on the node uniting the P. 
equestris WGD paralogs with the other monocots based on fossil Liliacidites
30
 with 
offset=93.0, mean=3.5458, and SD=0.5
31
; and a lognormal calibration prior on the 
root with offset=124, mean=4.0786, and SD=0.5
32
. The offsets of these calibrations 
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represent conservative hard minimum boundaries, while their means represent 
locations for their respective peak mass probabilities in accordance with some of the 
most recent and taxonomic complete dating studies available for these specific 
clades
33
. A run without data was performed to ensure proper placement of the 
marginal calibration prior distributions
34
. The MCMC for each orthogroup was run 
for 10 million generations, sampling every 1,000 generations resulting in a sample 
size of 10,000. The resulting trace files of all orthogroups were evaluated manually 
using Tracer v1.5
24
 with a burn-in of 1000 samples to ensure proper convergence 
(minimum ESS for all statistics at least 200). In total, 165 orthogroups were 
accepted and all age estimates for the node uniting the WGD paralogous pairs were 
then grouped into one absolute age distribution that is presented in Figure 2a (too 
few anchors were available to evaluate them separately from the peak-based 
duplicates), for which kernel density estimation and a bootstrapping procedure were 
used to find the peak consensus WGD age estimate and its 90% confidence interval 
boundaries, respectively. More detailed information is available in Vanneste et al.
35
. 
Section 8. Parameter and data information 
    Here we listed parameters used in the whole process. We also listed 
information on the gene sets we used in the analysis. 
Part I. Parameters used in the analysis 
Genomic data filtering 
For the genome sequencing data, the filtering criteria included: a) 5% Ns or 
poly-As; b) low quality reads, with 20% bases (of each pair of the reads) having 
quality score lower than or equal to 7; c) adaptor contaminated reads, more than 
10bp aligned to the adapter sequence (allowing at most 3bp mismatches) were 
filtered; d) PCR duplicated, identical paired reads; e) overlapped in the two pair-end 
reads (except the 160 bp insert size library). 
Genome assembly 
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SOAPdenovo pregraph -s Pha.lib -a 200 -p 12 -K 35 -d 2 -o 
Pha_1213 >pregraph_1213.log 
SOAPdenovo contig -g Pha_1213 -M 3 >contig_1213.log 
SOAPdenovo map -s Pha.lib -g Pha_1213 >map_1224.log 
SOAPdenovo scaff -g Pha_1213 >scaff_1224.log  
Pooled BACs assembly 
SOAPdenovo pregraph -s pha_DAN.lib -K 63 -R  -p 8 -d 1 -o 
pha_DAN >pregraph_bac.log 
SOAPdenovo contig -g pha_DAN -R > contig_bac.log 
SOAPdenovo map -s pha_DAN.lib -g pha_DAN -p 8 > map_bac.log 
SOAPdenovo scaff -g pha_DAN -F -p 8 > scaff_bac.log  
454 BAC assembly  
Each BAC sequence was assembled with corresponding sff file from 454 
Junior sequencer using 454gsAssembler version 2.7. The 454 reads were auto 
trimmed for quality by default, and then BAC vector and E.coli host contamination 
were filtered out using pIndigo_BAC5 and E.coli K-12 genome sequence as 
screening database. Other assembling parameters were set as default, except the 
large contig size threshold was set as 1,000 bp. 
Repeat annotation 
LTR_Finder 




./RepeatMasker-3.3.0/RepeatMasker/RepeatMasker -nolow -no_is -norna -
parallel 1 -lib ./RepBase16.10/RepeatMaskerLib.embl.lib   scaffold.fa  
ProteinMasker 
./RepeatMasker-3.3.0/RepeatMasker/RepeatProteinMask -noLowSimple -
pvalue 0.0001  scaffold.fa 
RNAseq data filtering 
We filtered RNAseq data using the following criteria: a) 10% Ns or As; b) low 
quality reads, with 40 bases (in each pair of the reads) having quality score lower 
than or equal to 5; c) adaptor contaminated reads, more than 10bp aligned to the 
adapter sequence (allowing at most 3 bp mismatches) were filtered; d) overlapped in 
the two pair-end reads. 
RNA assembly 
Trinity 
Perl ./Trinity.pl --seqType  fq  --JM 100G --left  all.left.fq.gz   --right  
all.right.fq.gz   --min_contig_length  100 --min_kmer_cov 2 --inchworm_cpu 20 --
bfly_opts "-V 5 --edge-thr=0.05 --stderr" --group_pairs_distance  250  --bflyCPU 20 
Gene annotation
Homolog based annotation 
1) TBlastN
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./genewise -tfor -sum  -genesf  -gff  AT1G01010.1-D2.fa AT1G01010.1-
D2_scaffold558.1_331894_350130.fa > AT1G01010.1-
D2_scaffold558.1_331894_350130.genewise 2> /dev/null 
De novo annotation 
1) Augustus 
./augustus  --species=homolog_gene_set  --uniqueGeneId=true --
noInFrameStop=true --gff3=on --strand=both 
2) GENSCAN  
./genscan ./Arabidopsis.smat 
3) GlimmerHMM 
./glimmerhmm_linux –d ./Arabidopsis -f -g 
Function annotation 
./blastall  -b  100  -v  100  -p  blastp  -e  1e-05  -F  F  -d  
kegg_eukaryote_clean.fa  -i scaffold.pepe.fa  -o  scaffold.pepe.fa.kegg.blast 
RNAseq analysis 
1) Tophat -p 4 --max-intron-length 50000 -m 1 -r 20 --mate-std-dev 20  --closure-
search  --coverage-search  --microexon-search.  
2) Cufflinks -p 1 –m 200 –s 80 --overlap-radius 50. 
3) Alternative splicing detection: an in-house script was used to train fifth-order markov 
parameters with our annotated gene set. This training set was then used to predict 
open reading frame (ORF) for each transcript generated by Cufflinks. Transcripts 
without predicted ORFs were discarded. We compared these transcripts to our gene 
models in our gene set. Redundant transcripts were filtered. Transcripts with short 
protein product (<50aa). We noticed that there are many fragmented single exon 
Nature Genetics: doi:10.1038/ng.3149
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transcripts exists. So we also filtered out transcripts whose protein product are <30% 
coverage before compared to our annotated gene models. 
Part II. Gene sets used in the analysis 
For the gene model comparison and TE related analysis, we used 13 species. 
The summary of the data we used can be found in Supplementary Table 27. We
further filtered the gene sets according to the following criteria: 
1) Remove genes with stop codons in the middle of CDS, instead of just in the end;
2) For different transcripts at the same locus, only retain one with longest CDS;
3) Remove genes with CDS length not correct for codons (non-triple, incomplete genes);
4) Remove genes with homologs in Repbase (BLASTN, E-value < 1e-5, identity > 50%
and coverage > 80%, repeat related genes);
5) Remove genes shorter than 150bp (fragmented genes);




Supplementary Figure 1. k-mer frequency distribution. 
~30 Gb reads from short insert size libraries were selected and then split into 17 
bp sequences (17-mers) and the frequency (depth) of those 17-mers were plotted 
(blue). Genome size was estimated according to this distribution (see Supplementary 
Notes Section 1). In the meantime, the heterozygous rate was estimated by 
simulating the k-mer distribution of the heterozygous sequence with the 
heterozygous rate of 0.012. 
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Supplementary Figure 2. Assembly assessment by assembled pooled BACs.
We assembled the pooled BAC sequences and compared the longest contigs to 
the genome assembly. The two longest contigs are shown here. Most of the contigs 
were covered and fewer gaps were observed in the BAC contigs than in the genome 
assembly. 
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Supplementary Figure 3. Divergence rate of complete LTRs. 
We predicted complete LTRs within the orchid genome by LTR_STRUC and 
calculated the divergence rate of the LTR sequences (see Methods). Using the 




), we estimated a burst of LTRs activity 




Supplementary Figure 4. Gene models supported by different evidence.
29,431 genes were predicted by combining three methods: de novo prediction, 
homology searching and RNA mapping. The respective support of those genes by 
the three methods is shown. 
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Supplementary Figure 5. Sequencing depth distribution. 
All the clean reads generated were mapped onto the assembled genome and the 
sequencing depth of all the positions in the genome was plotted (red). For the 
majority of positions, the sequencing depth was 100×, which was consistent with 
calculations based on the amount of sequencing data and genome size. However, 
there was a secondary peak in the distribution at half of the average sequencing 
depth (50×). The contigs from the highly heterozygous regions were identified and 
the sequencing depth distribution of them is ~50× (blue). And after removing those 
contigs, the depth distribution becomes normal (grey).
Nature Genetics: doi:10.1038/ng.3149
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Supplementary Figure 6. Estimation of the length of regions with half of the 
sequencing depth.  
For all the four figures, x-axis indicates the number of bases, and the y-axis 
indicates the sequencing depth. The distribution of sequencing depth (a) was split 
into three independent distributions (b, c and d). The main peak corresponds to the 
distribution with an average sequencing depth of 100× (b). The secondary peak 
corresponds to the distribution with ~50× average sequencing depth (c). And there 
were also regions with low depth (d), which might be caused by difficulty of 
mapping in some complex regions. The bases in the second distribution (half depth, 
probably the heterozygous regions) were probably from the heterozygous regions in 
the genome, and there were ~135 Mb such based in the second distribution. Thus we 





Supplementary Figure 7. Identification of contigs from heterozygous regions. 
To identify heterozygous regions, we first investigated the distribution of half 
sequencing depth (35~65×, as the total depth was about 100×) ratio of contigs (a). 
“M/L” refers to the ratio of bases with half of the sequencing depth to the total 
number of bases in each contig. In the distribution of half sequencing depth position 
ratio (b), there were two different distributions (c and d). The majority of contigs 
had a very low ratio of half sequencing depth positions, which was less than 0.36 (c). 
But there were also contigs with relatively high ratio of half sequencing depth (d). 
The contigs with high ratio of half sequencing depth (greater than 0.36) were 131 
Mb in length, which was consistent with the estimation of half sequencing depth 
region length. And as excluding these contigs would give a normal 100× depth 
distribution, those contigs were probably from heterozygous regions.
Nature Genetics: doi:10.1038/ng.3149
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Supplementary Figure 8. Illustration of assembled contigs from heterozygous 
regions.  
a) The identified contigs from heterozygous regions were classified into two
categories, of which the first were the integrated contigs that were further linked into 
scaffolds by pair end information and the second were the independent contigs that 
were scaffolds by themselves. b) Several independent contigs might be 












































Supplementary Figure 9. Distribution of heterozygous SNPs in the genome. 
a) Sequencing depth of the heterozygous SNPs; b) Distribution of heterozygous
SNP number in 10 kb window; c) Distribution of heterozygous SNPs along scaffolds. 
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Supplementary Figure 10. Distribution of TE proportion in introns of each 
gene in different species.  
The distribution of TE proportion in introns of all the genes in each species was 
plotted. Species include: *Am: Amborella trichopoda, At: Arabidopsis thaliana, Bd: 
Brachypodium distachyon, Gr: Gossypium raimondii, Si: Setaria italica, Mu: Musa 
acuminata, Os: Oryza sativa, Pe: Phalaenopsis equestris, Pb: Pyrus bretschneideri, 





































Supplementary Figure 11. Comparing the introns in representative species. 
a) the distribution of total intron length of each gene; b) the distribution of total
intron length of each gene after excluding TE; c) boxplot showing the total intron 
length of all the genes (original intron length is shown in white background and 
intron length excluding TE is shown in yellow background); d) boxplot showing the 
total intron length of genes with the 10%  longest introns (original intron length is 
shown in white background and intron length excluding TE is shown in yellow 
background). The outliners in the boxplots are not shown. Am: Amborella 
trichopoda, AT: Arabidopsis thaliana, Pe: Phalaenopsis equestris, Vv: Vitis vinifera.
Nature Genetics: doi:10.1038/ng.3149
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Supplementary Figure 12. Expression of TE affected genes compared to their 
paralogs without intronic TEs.  
Gene expression levels of the TE affected genes and their paralogs were 
compared for four different tissues. In general, TE affected genes have significantly 
lower expression levels than the paralogs without TE insertion in all the four tissues. 
The blue line indicates the theoretical distribution of genes with equal expression 
level between TE affected genes and its paralogs. 
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Supplementary Figure 13.  P. equestris KS-based age distribution.  
a) Age distribution for the whole paranome. The X-axis shows the synonymous 
distance (in bins corresponding to a KS of 0.1), while the Y-axis shows the number 
of retained duplicated paralogous gene pairs. Both the age distribution for the 
transcriptome and the genome (predicted genes) are illustrated. A WGD peak is 
present between a KS of 0.6 and 1.1 (see text for details). b) When only the age 
distribution of duplicates in collinear regions is considered, the WGD peak between 
a KS of 0.6 and 1.1 is confirmed despite the fact that only a small number of anchors 











































































































































































































































































































































































































Supplementary Figure 14. Phylogeny of the CAM gene families.
The evolutionary history was inferred by Maximum Likelihood based on the 
General Time Reversible model with Gamma distribution with invariant site
55
. The 
bootstrap consensus tree inferred from 100 replicates is taken to represent the 
evolutionary history of the taxa analyzed
56
. Branches corresponding to partitions 
reproduced in less than 50% bootstrap replicates are collapsed. The percentage of 
replicate trees in which the associated taxa clustered together in the bootstrap test 
(100 replicates) are shown next to the branches
56
. Evolutionary analyses were 
conducted in MEGA5 (ref. 57). a. alpha-Carbonic anhydrase 1; b. alpha-Carbonic 
anhydrase 2-8; c. betta-Carbonic anhydrase; d. gamma-Carbonic anhydrase and 
gamma Carbonic anhydrase like genes; e. NAD-Malic enzyme; f. NAPD- Malic 
enzyme; g. Malate dehydrogenase; h. Pyruvate orthophosphate dikinase; i. 
Phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase kinase; j. Phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase. We 
removed dubious carbonic anhydrase genes less than 300 bp and dubious malic 
enzyme genes less than 500 bp. 
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Supplementary Figure 15. Phylogenetic analysis of MADS box genes from P. 
equestris, O. sativa and A. thaliana.  
The phylogeny was based on the alignment of MADS-box domain comprising 
of 60 amino acids, identified by SMART from all the MADS-box sequences of 
Phalaenopsis equestris using ClustalW program. The un-rooted neighbor-joining 
phylogenetic tree was constructed in MEGA5 with default parameters.  
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Supplementary Tables 
Supplementary Table 1. Summary of library construction and sequencing. 
Pair-end libraries Insert Size Total Data(G) Reads Length Sequence coverage 
(×) * 
 160bp 39.6 100 33.0 
350-800bp 45.6 100 38.0 
2kb 15.4 50 12.8 
5kb 12.8 50 10.7 
10kb 1.2 50 1.0 
 20kb 1.6 50 1.3 
 40kb 3.2 90 2.7 
Total  119.4  99.5 
*: We estimate the sequencing coverage by assuming the genome size of 1.2 Gb. 
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Supplementary Table 2. Summary of genome assembly. 
 Contig Scaffold 
Size(bp) Number Size(bp) Number 
N90 1,935 69,295 11,531 6,359 
N80 5,765 40,081 69,855 2,529 
N70 10,186 27,067 146,220 1,478 
N60 15,053 19,001 240,065 898 
N50 20,557 13,298 359,115 523 
Longest 197,982 81,761,211 
Total Size 1,003,552,658 1,086,208,791 
Total Number(>100bp)  338,533  236,185 
Total Number(>2kb)  68,297  15,841 
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Supplementary Table 3. Mapping the BES to the genome assembly. 
Dataset Number Total With >90% Sequence in 
one Scaffold 
With >50% Sequence in 
one Scaffold 
  Length (bp) Number Percent(%) Number Percent(%) 
All 18,486 12,342,380 17,174 92.9 18,135 98.1 
>200bp 18,030 12,272,540 16,816 93.27 17,723 98.3 
>500bp 15,023 11,145,555 14,175 94.36 14,821 98.66 
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Supplementary Table 4. Assessing the assembly using ten BACs. 
The ten BACs were sequenced by 454 and assembled to 15 sequences. Those 
sequences were mapped back to the assembly. We identified the regions in BACs 
which would be prone to sequencing errors including regions with high sequencing 
depth (we mapped the short reads to the BACs and identified regions with >100× 
depth), regions with relative low sequencing quality (quality score <20 in the 454 
sequencing), and regions with bias GC content (lower than 31% or higher than 39%). 
After mapping those sequences to the assembly, the coverage was calculated. And 
we also identified repeat elements in the BACs, and calculated the coverage if 
excluding those repeat elements. 

















A1_C03 119,936  36,850  759  11,573  99.85% 99.87% 
A1_C05_1 85,542  6,578  143  3,549  98.33% 98.99% 
A1_C05_2 49,503  18,957  119  5,981  99.96% 99.98% 
A1_D01 99,985  34,298  599  7,248  99.96% 99.98% 
A1_D02_1 122,513  19,516  4,887  9,647  98.91% 99.27% 
A1_D02_2 75,805  17,962  4,878  6,127  77.71% 94.65% 
A1_D02_3 5,724  587  3,102  471  54.61% 100.00% 
A1_F04 109,116  54,768  532  15,246  98.27% 98.86% 
A1_G02 122,065  35,418  930  24,315  99.99% 99.99% 
B2_F11 113,154  1,156  5519  478  99.98% 99.98% 
B2_D03 72,904  3,924  265  268  87.57% 94.18% 
B2_E03_1 118,575  37,168  10,066  4,572  42.81% 97.20% 
B2_E03_2 71,367  28,961  6,118  1,549  99.70% 99.85% 
B2_F03_1 108,437  6,184  414  18,124  73.01% 95.33% 
B2_F03_2 13,276  2,487  6,816  1,924  54.32% 90.37% 
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Supplementary Table 5. Assessing the gene region assembly by CEGMA*. 
 Number Completeness Total Average 
 234 94.35 234 1.0 
Group1 62 93.94 62 1.0 
Group2 54 96.43 54 1.0 
Group3 58 95.08 58 1.0 
Group4 60 92.31 60 1.0 
* CEGMA
58
 was used to assess the gene region assembly. For the assessment, 
we used the protein sequence coverage cutoff of 0.7 for the core Eukaryotic gene 
identification in our genome. In this table, a total of 234 genes (from CEGMA 
pipeline) were compared to the genome assembly. In the CEGMA pipeline, these 
234 genes were further categorized into four groups according to the conservation 
and number of paralog genes in the analysed species. Group 1 has the most 
conserved genes and least number of paralog genes, while group 4 has the least 
conserved genes and most number of paralog genes (refer to the CEGMA reference 
paper and website http://korflab.ucdavis.edu/Datasets/genome_completeness/ for 
more details). The first column indicates the number of gene which can be found in 
the orchid genome, Completeness in the table (third column) indicated the 
completeness of the genes found in our genome assembly comparing to the CEGMA 
gene models. The fourth column (Total) indicates the gene number in our genome 
assembly, corresponding to the CEGMA genes. And we found for one copy of gene 
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With >90% Sequence in 
one Scaffold 






Number Percent(%) Number Percent(%) 
All 84,617 38,038,618 95.7 72,159 85.28 81,398 96.2 
>200bp 61,735 35,084,633 95.64 53,078 85.98 59,763 96.81 
>500bp 23,179 24,037,293 95.59 20,002 86.29 22,150 95.56 
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Supplementary Table 7. Mapping summary of the transcripts in OrchidBase to 
the annotated genes. 
 




with >90% sequence in one 
gene 
with >50% sequence in one 
gene 
Number Percentage Number Percentage 
>200bp 29,026 16,155,648 96.57 23934 82.45 27116 93.42 
>500bp 10,631 10,345,809 98.85 8488 79.84 10213 96.06 
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Supplementary Table 8. Assessing the gene region assembly by RNA 









with >90% sequence in 
one scaffold 








>200bp 29,026 16,155,648 97.57 27,117 93.42 28,757 99.07 
>500bp 10,631 10,345,809 97.09 9,682 91.07 10,448 98.28 









with >90% sequence in 
one scaffold 








>200bp 66,690 51,596,599 94.97 56,927 85.36 63,577 95.33 
>500bp 28,945 40,446,055 95.49 24,836 85.80 27,988 96.69 









with >90% sequence in 
one scaffold 








>200bp 144,007 95,118,632 94.86 123,101 85.48 139,314 96.74 
>500bp 50,029 66,737,889 94.70 41,820 83.59 48,139 96.22 









with >90% sequence in 
one scaffold 
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>200bp 136,645 74,524,715 93.10 112,630 82.43 128,091 93.74 
>500bp 39,931 45,576,782 94.12 32,993 82.63 38,059 95.31 
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Supplementary Table 9. Predicting the repetitive elements. 
Type Repeat Size(bp) % of genome 
TRF59 (*1) 42,447,434 3.91 
RepeatMasker60 (*2) 121,365,594 11.18 
RepeatProteinMask (*3) 175,308,588 16.15 
Homology*4 636,689,643 58.65 
Total  *5 667,903,058 61.53 
*1, The TRF was used to predict the tandem repeats. 
*2, RepeatMasker was first used to identify de novo repeat elements in orchid. 
*3, RepeatProteinMask was used to mask the repeat related proteins. 
*4, RepeatMasker was used to identify the repeat in the genome according to the 
homology to identified repeat elements in orchid and the Repbase. 
*5, Total repeat regions were identified combining all the repeat identified. As there are 
some overlaps between different methods, the total region is shorter than the sum of 
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Supplementary Table 10. Categories of TEs predicted in the orchid genome. 

















DNA 8622210 0.79428 5103371 0.470126 43609791 4.01736 50266463 4.630579 
LINE 15978503 1.47195 33688222 3.103381 66492946 6.12537 83501205 7.692185 
SINE 48480 0.00447 0 0 601378 0.05540 649244 0.059809 
LTR 97775376 9.00713 136405126 12.56573 490387907 45.1749 504418072 46.46732 
Other 13399 0.00123 0 0 0 0 13399 0.001234 
Unknown 62945 0.00580 170200 0.015679 70584476 6.50229 70811057 6.52316 
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Supplementary Table 11. Categories of LTRs in different species. 
Super-family rice sorghum maize grape A. thaliana P. equestris 




LTR/Copia 3.85 5.18 23.7 17.06 2.29 6.95 75.44 
LTR/Gypsy 10.9 19 46.4 19.71 7.37 39.66 430.77 
LTR/other 3.43 30.25 4.5 9.08 3.97 6.64 72.15 
LINEs 1.12 0.04 1 4.9 2.05 7.69 83.50 
SINEs 0.06 0 0 5E-05 0.16 0.06 0.65 
Total 19.4 54.47 75.6 47.75 13.51 54.41 591.04 
Class II, 
Transposons 
En-Spm 2.69 4.69 3.2 2.15 1.08 2.24 24.29 
hAT 0.38 0.02 1.1 2.19 0.65 0.75 8.18 
Tourist 3.26 0.94 1 1E-07 0 7E-07 0.00 
Helitron 0.33 0.81 2.2 0.05 2.35 0.04 0.48 
Stowaway 1.74 0.19 0.1 2E-05 0.07 1.E-05 0.02 
DNA/other 1.06 0.12 0.12 6.75 1.56 1.64 17.85 
Total  9.46 6.77 8.72 11.04 5.68 4.62 50.17 
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Supplementary Table 12. Gene annotation summary. 














De novo AUGUSTUS 79332 5025.24 619.29 2.79  222.34 2467.82 
SNAP 120262 12255.05 718.83 5.42  132.74 2497.23 
Homolog  A.thaliana 28467 6379.98 748.29 3.35  223.66 2400.97 
O. sativa 35633 4913.47 688.47 3.00  229.36 2110.69 
S. bicolor 51304 3779.82 641.78 2.66  241.70  1895.72 
Z. mays 22051 6742.75 823.08 3.59  229.05 2282.59 
RNA_seq & GLEAN 34360 10371.20 862.80 3.74 230.46 3343.59 
Gene set* 29431 7359.92 791.94 3.21 246.77 2916.27 
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Supplementary Table 13. Summary of the alternative splicing (AS) in P. 
equestris comparing to other species. 




No. of AS 
transcripts 
Genes with AS Note 
No. Percentage 
(%) 
P. equestris 29,431  38,452  9,021  6,389  21.71  NA 
Z. mays 39,656  63,540  23,884  12,669  31.95  ZmB73 release 5b 
O. sativa 35,679  42,145  6,466  5,124  14.36  IRGSP-1.0, release 
2014-03-05 
S. italica 35,471  40,599  5,128  3,532  9.96  JGI Phytozome v9.0 
S. bicolor 27,608  29,448  1,840  1,489  5.39  JGI Phytozome v9.0 
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Supplementary Table 14. Result of gene manually check. (see separate file) 
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Supplementary Table 15. GO enrichment analysis of gene family expansion. 
(see separate file) 
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Supplementary Table 16. GO enrichment analysis of gene family contraction. 
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Supplementary Table 17. Funtional annotation of protein coding genes. 
Species #Genes Coding RNA Pseudo TE GO Interpro 
Populus trichocarpa 41,377 41,377 0 0 0 28,606 30,500 
Arabidopsis thaliana 33,602 27,416 1,359 924 3,903 27,682 21,331 
Vitis vinifera 26,346 26,346 0 0 0 20,857 18,886 
Oryza sativa ssp. japonica 57,624 42,053 0 0 15,571 26,608 24,616 
Brachypodium distachyon 26,552 26,552 0 0 0 18,301 20,752 
Sorghum bicolor 34,496 34,496 0 0 0 22,474 24,490 
Zea mays 39,597 39,190 0 323 84 22,412 25,621 
Phalaenopsis equestris 42,301 29,431 0 0 12,862 13,954 17,931 
Physcomitrella patens 35,938 27,970 0 0 7,968 13,595 16,153 
Ostreococcus lucimarinus 7,805 7,805 0 0 0 4,568 5,807 
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii 16,706 16,706 0 0 0 7,790 8,896 
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Supplementary Table 18. Reads Per Kilobase per Million mapped Reads 
(RPKM) of all the genes in the four tissues. (see separate file) 
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Supplementary Table 19. GO enrichment analysis in four tissues. (see separate 
file) 
Enrichment analysis for the genes preferentially expressed in the four tissues was 
carried out based on the algorithm implemented in GOstat (Tim Beißbarth and Terence P. 
Speed, 2004), by comparing to all the genes in the gene set. GOstat tests for GO terms 
represented by significantly more genes in a given gene set using chi-square test. Fisher’s 
exact test is used when expected counts are below 5. The computed P-value was then 
adjusted for multiple tests by specifying a false discovery rate (< 0.05) using the 
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Supplementary Table 21. GO enrichment analysis of genes in highly 
heterozygous region. 
GO-ID p-value corrected 
p-value 
Description Genes in test set 
6915 4.19E-06 1.10E-03 apoptosis PEQU_03885|PEQU_36285|PEQU_18353|PEQU_18354|PEQU_40166|PEQU_18
351|PEQU_23635|PEQU_38896|PEQU_38720|PEQU_40957|PEQU_39683|PEQU
_12959|PEQU_35952|PEQU_33086|PEQU_35950 





16265 4.10E-05 5.39E-03 death PEQU_03885|PEQU_36285|PEQU_18353|PEQU_18354|PEQU_40166|PEQU_18
351|PEQU_23635|PEQU_38896|PEQU_38720|PEQU_40957|PEQU_39683|PEQU
_12959|PEQU_35952|PEQU_33086|PEQU_35950 
8219 4.10E-05 5.39E-03 cell death PEQU_03885|PEQU_36285|PEQU_18353|PEQU_18354|PEQU_40166|PEQU_18
351|PEQU_23635|PEQU_38896|PEQU_38720|PEQU_40957|PEQU_39683|PEQU
_12959|PEQU_35952|PEQU_33086|PEQU_35950 







Supplementary Table 22. Data of other species used during the analysis.





































































Supplementary Table 23. Comparison of the introns in 13 species.
a) distribution of the single intron length; b) distribution of the total intron length
(accumulated length) for each gene; c) distribution of the total intron length for each gene 
after excluding TE. Each row indicates a length range (for example, 200 indicates length 
ranging from 0-200) and each cell indicates the proportion of introns/genes with intron 
within the intron length range for corresponding species. Am: Amborella trichopoda, AT: 
Arabidopsis thaliana, Bd: Brachypodium distachyon, Gr: Gossypium raimondii, Si: 
Setaria italica, Mu: Musa acuminata, Os: Oryza sativa, Pe: Phalaenopsis equestris, Pb: 
Pyrus bretschneideri, Sb: Sorghum bicolor, Sm: Selaginella moellendorffii, Vv: Vitis 
vinifera, Zm: Zea mays. 
a.  
length Am At Bd Fm Gr Mu Os Pb Pe Sb Sm Vv Zm 
200 35.8% 81.1% 57.1% 55.9% 58.0% 56.3% 56.8% 61.2% 40.7% 58.1% 91.6% 49.2% 55.5% 
400 14.4% 12.9% 14.2% 14.6% 17.1% 10.5% 14.4% 16.9% 10.8% 14.1% 5.7% 12.9% 14.9% 
600 9.0% 3.8% 9.3% 9.4% 9.5% 6.3% 9.8% 8.8% 5.8% 9.0% 1.4% 7.6% 9.0% 
800 6.3% 1.2% 6.3% 6.1% 5.9% 4.9% 6.3% 4.9% 4.6% 5.9% 0.5% 5.5% 5.7% 
1000 4.9% 0.5% 4.0% 3.9% 3.4% 4.0% 3.7% 2.7% 3.3% 3.6% 0.2% 4.0% 3.6% 
1200 3.6% 0.2% 2.5% 2.4% 2.0% 3.1% 2.4% 1.6% 2.5% 2.3% 0.1% 3.0% 2.4% 
1400 2.8% 0.1% 1.7% 1.7% 1.2% 2.7% 1.6% 1.0% 1.8% 1.6% 0.1% 2.3% 1.7% 
1600 2.3% 0.1% 1.1% 1.2% 0.8% 2.2% 1.1% 0.6% 1.5% 1.1% 0.0% 1.8% 1.2% 
1800 1.8% 0.0% 0.9% 0.9% 0.6% 1.8% 0.8% 0.5% 1.3% 0.8% 0.0% 1.4% 0.8% 
>=2000 19.1% 0.1% 2.8% 3.9% 1.6% 8.3% 3.1% 1.7% 27.7% 3.6% 0.3% 12.3% 5.2% 
b. 
length Am At Bd Fm Gr Mu Os Pb Pe Sb Sm Vv Zm 
1000 36.1% 69.8% 37.3% 40.8% 46.7% 39.5% 40.7% 47.3% 26.3% 38.2% 87.7% 30.9% 47.7% 
2000 8.7% 22.5% 24.9% 22.9% 25.1% 14.9% 25.8% 24.7% 8.3% 24.1% 9.5% 14.6% 19.4% 
3000 6.3% 5.0% 16.4% 15.3% 13.2% 12.5% 15.9% 12.7% 5.5% 16.6% 1.5% 10.8% 11.6% 
4000 5.5% 1.6% 8.9% 7.9% 6.4% 9.0% 7.7% 6.1% 4.2% 8.4% 0.4% 7.7% 6.4% 
5000 4.9% 0.6% 4.6% 4.3% 3.3% 6.3% 3.8% 3.2% 3.7% 4.5% 0.2% 6.2% 3.5% 
6000 4.2% 0.2% 2.9% 2.7% 1.8% 4.1% 2.0% 1.8% 3.3% 2.5% 0.1% 4.9% 2.3% 
7000 3.6% 0.1% 1.6% 1.7% 1.1% 3.3% 1.3% 1.1% 2.8% 1.5% 0.1% 3.6% 1.6% 
8000 3.1% 0.0% 1.0% 1.3% 0.7% 2.5% 0.8% 0.7% 2.9% 1.0% 0.0% 2.8% 1.1% 
9000 2.8% 0.0% 0.7% 0.9% 0.6% 1.8% 0.5% 0.5% 2.4% 0.7% 0.0% 2.3% 0.8% 




Length Am At Bd Fm Gr Mu Os Pb Pe Sb Sm Vv Zm 
1000 39.4% 70.7% 39.0% 48.5% 47.1% 39.7% 42.1% 42.5% 34.0% 41.1% 91.2% 36.7% 49.9% 
2000 9.4% 22.2% 25.2% 21.7% 24.9% 15.0% 25.7% 28.1% 10.4% 25.8% 6.9% 15.4% 20.1% 
3000 7.1% 4.8% 16.2% 13.7% 13.1% 12.7% 15.4% 13.8% 7.2% 16.4% 1.2% 11.6% 12.1% 
4000 6.3% 1.4% 8.6% 6.8% 6.4% 9.1% 7.4% 6.5% 5.7% 7.6% 0.3% 8.7% 6.9% 
5000 5.6% 0.6% 4.3% 3.6% 3.3% 6.3% 3.7% 3.4% 4.4% 4.0% 0.1% 6.6% 3.7% 
6000 4.8% 0.2% 2.6% 2.2% 1.8% 4.1% 2.0% 1.8% 3.9% 2.1% 0.1% 4.8% 2.4% 
7000 4.4% 0.0% 1.4% 1.3% 1.1% 3.2% 1.3% 1.2% 3.4% 1.2% 0.1% 3.6% 1.5% 
8000 3.6% 0.0% 0.9% 0.8% 0.7% 2.4% 0.8% 0.6% 3.2% 0.6% 0.0% 2.5% 1.0% 
9000 2.9% 0.0% 0.6% 0.5% 0.6% 1.7% 0.5% 0.5% 2.7% 0.5% 0.0% 1.9% 0.6% 
>=10000 16.5% 0.0% 1.3% 1.0% 1.0% 5.7% 1.2% 1.5% 25.1% 0.8% 0.1% 8.3% 1.9% 
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Supplementary Table 24. CAM gene family list.




Malic enzyme (NADP-ME 
and NAD-ME) 









Carbonic anhydrase (CA) PEQU_40137, PEQU_41718, PEQU_21085,  
PEQU_38002, PEQU_33529, PEQU_33524, PEQU_35651, 
PEQU_35653, PEQU_38982, PEQU_41624, PEQU_10155, 
PEQU_21377, PEQU_42036, PEQU_27755, PEQU_37822, 
PEQU_31387，PEQU_08854, PEQU_38689 
Phosphophenopyruvate 




Supplementary Table 25. 60 MADS-box genes identified in P.equestris.





Type Subfamily Pseudogene 
PEQU_40935 PeMADS60 525 175 Type I Mγ 
PEQU_39424 PeMADS59 249 82 Type I Mγ P 
PEQU_38951 PeMADS58 585 195 Type I Mγ 
PEQU_00352 PeMADS57 750 249 Type I Mγ 
PEQU_38460 PeMADS56 1287 428 Type I Mγ 
PEQU_40348 PeMADS55 918 305 Type I Mγ 
PEQU_05343 PeMADS54 645 214 Type I Mγ 
PEQU_20886 PeMADS53 378 125 Type I Mα 
PEQU_38884 PeMADS52 192 64 Type I Mα P 
PEQU_19354 PeMADS51 198 65 Type I Mα P 
PEQU_23088 PeMADS50 447 148 Type I Mα 
PEQU_23086 PeMADS49 162 54 Type I Mα P 
PEQU_23085 PeMADS48 447 148 Type I Mα 
PEQU_10510 PeMADS47 378 125 Type I Mα 
PEQU_50003 PeMADS46 378 125 Type I Mα 
PEQU_50002 PeMADS45 354 117 Type I Mα 
PEQU_32052 PeMADS44 216 71 Type I Mα P 
PEQU_32051 PeMADS43 450 149 Type I Mα 
PEQU_41581 PeMADS42 204 68 Type I Mα P 
PEQU_41370 PeMADS41 171 57 Type I Mα P 
PEQU_17261 PeMADS40 675 224 Type I Mα 
PEQU_06760 PeMADS39 687 228 Type I Mα 
PEQU_26814 PeMADS37 648 215 Type I Mα 
PEQU_39331 PeMADS35 198 65 Type I Mγ P 
PEQU_33786 PeMADS34 474 157 Type I Mγ 
PEQU_30651 PeMADS33 384 127 Type I Mγ 
PEQU_07128 PeMADS32 840 279 Type I Mγ 
PEQU_09073 PeMADS31 1017 338 Type I Mγ 
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PEQU_33787 PeMADS30 1155 384 Type I Mγ 
PEQU_20894 PeMADS29 558 185 Type I Mγ 
PEQU_36764 PeMADS8 753 250 MIKCc E_PeSEP3 
PEQU_41930 PeMADS7 705 234 MIKCc D 
PEQU_10463 PeMADS6 633 210 MIKCc B_PI 
PEQU_00294 PeMADS5 660 219 MIKCc B_AP3 
PEQU_18912 PeMADS4 675 224 MIKCc B_AP3 
PEQU_16438 PeMADS38 684 227 MIKCc D 
PEQU_38579 PeMADS36 591 196 MIKCc OsMADS32 
PEQU_30899 PeMADS3 669 222 MIKCc B_AP3 
PEQU_12328 PeMADS28 723 240 MIKCc Bs 
PEQU_06935 PeMADS27 693 230 MIKCc ANR1 
PEQU_34544 PeMADS26 699 232 MIKCc ANR1 
PEQU_30689 PeMADS25 705 234 MIKCc C 
PEQU_08462 PeMADS24 660 219 MIKCc C 
PEQU_07244 PeMADS23 687 228 MIKCc StMADS11 
PEQU_11459 PeMADS22 528 175 MIKCc SQUA 
PEQU_12680 PeMADS21 657 208 MIKCc SQUA 
PEQU_28083 PeMADS20 873 290 MIKCc SQUA 
PEQU_13401 PeMADS2 762 253 MIKCc B_AP3 
PEQU_10347 PeMADS19 669 222 MIKCc SOC1 
PEQU_03442 PeMADS18 672 223 MIKCc SOC1 
PeQU_40890 PeMADS17 228 75 MIKCc AGL6 P 
PEQU_39886 PeMADS16 732 243 MIKCc AGL6c 
PEQU_15428 PeMADS15 684 227 MIKCc AGL6b 
PEQU_39087 PeMADS14 723 240 MIKCc AGL6a 
PEQU_06409 PeMADS13 666 221 MIKCc E_PeSEP5 
PEQU_12686 PeMADS12 741 246 MIKCc E_PeSEP4 
PEQU_33205 PeMADS11 735 244 MIKCc E_PeSEP1 
PEQU_11462 PeMADS10 735 244 MIKCc E_PeSEP2 
PEQU_50001 PeMADS1 687 228 MIKCc C 
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PEQU_09539 PeMADS9 966 321 MIKC* 
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Supplementary Table 26. RPKM of 60 MADS-box genes identified
in P.equestris. 
gene flower leaf stem root 
PEQU_00294 94.76 8.20  14.51 21.21 
PEQU_00352 0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  
PEQU_03442 37.25 46.65 28.64 35.05 
PEQU_30899 304.57  0.00  0.18  0.00  
PEQU_06409 0.88  0.00  0.06  0.00  
PEQU_34544 9.44  6.89  12.46 50.98 
PEQU_19354 0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  
PEQU_12680 4.47  4.72  3.54  9.07  
PEQU_12686 23.33 0.77  0.00  0.00  
PEQU_10347 10.88 15.34 11.05 42.70 
PEQU_10463 520.93  18.94 34.57 19.97 
PEQU_07128 1.72  0.00  0.20  0.00  
PEQU_07244 61.13 153.49  280.41  136.57  
PEQU_16438 5.87  0.00  0.00  0.00  
PEQU_26814 0.11  0.00  0.23  0.00  
PEQU_10510 0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  
PEQU_15428 58.27 6.79  18.88 3.60  
PEQU_09073 29.77 0.00  2.14  0.13  
PEQU_09539 13.96 0.00  0.00  0.00  
PEQU_30689 36.30 0.00  0.19  0.00  
PEQU_17261 0.28  0.00  0.00  0.00  
PEQU_06760 0.25  0.00  0.09  0.38  
PEQU_06935 0.80  5.39  3.29  7.05  
PEQU_30651 0.38  0.00  0.08  0.23  
PEQU_12328 0.93  0.00  0.00  0.00  
PEQU_13401 230.27  0.37  3.57  0.06  
PEQU_08462 0.93  0.00  0.09  0.79  
PEQU_20886 0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  
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PEQU_20894 2.97  0.51  2.35  0.31  
PEQU_40348 1.15  2.17  0.23  0.00  
PEQU_18912 115.97  0.00  0.49  0.00  
PEQU_41930 7.59  0.00  0.00  0.00  
PEQU_05343 0.99  1.77  1.44  0.00  
PEQU_32051 0.11  0.00  0.07  0.00  
PEQU_32052 0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  
PEQU_11459 2.40  0.00  2.79  3.84  
PEQU_11462 75.09 3.89  1.71  0.41  
PEQU_23085 0.00  0.00  0.07  0.00  
PEQU_23086 0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  
PEQU_23088 0.66  0.00  0.54  0.00  
PEQU_36764 242.79  23.09 2.07  0.00  
PEQU_28083 2.59  0.33  0.34  0.20  
PEQU_38884 0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  
PEQU_40935 0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  
PEQU_40890 0.54  0.00  0.00  0.00  
PEQU_33786 0.26  0.00  3.66  0.00  
PEQU_33787 17.51 0.00  11.12 0.00  
PEQU_38579 4.11  9.33  2.48  14.24 
PEQU_39424 0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  
PEQU_39331 0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  
PEQU_39886 26.84 0.00  0.12  0.00  
PEQU_39087 244.24  0.00  0.00  0.00  
PEQU_38951 0.00  0.00  0.01  0.00  
PEQU_41370 0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  
PEQU_41581 0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  
PEQU_33205 231.62  1.16  0.16  0.29  
PEQU_38460 4.80  0.66  0.14  0.00  
PEQU_00294 94.76 8.20  14.51 21.21 
PEQU_00352 0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  
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PEQU_03442 37.25 46.65 28.64 35.05 
Genes preferentially expressed in flower identified by FDR test were marked in red. 
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90% in # 
scaffolds 
10 MOTlxjDAODIAAPEI 100 4.5 1.7 96 870.7 34.7 38 
10 MOTlxjDANDIAAPEI 100 4.8 1.8 96 984.2 16.8 166 
20 MOTlxjDAQDIAAPEI 100 4.9 1.9 96 1833.3 21.6 136 
20 MOTlxjDAPDIAAPEI 100 5.2 2.0 96 1604.0 32.3 88 
30 MOTlxjDARDIAAPEI 100 5.0 1.9 96 2550.0 23.7 132 
30 MOTlxjDASDIAAPEI 100 5.2 2.0 96 2780.6 18.9 205 
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